Bridgewater Primary School
PSHE Policy
At Bridgewater we aim to offer the children a wide, enriching and varied experience of the curriculum for PSHE. To
support our Curriculum, we use the Jigsaw Scheme of Work as it adopts an enquiry-based approach to teaching
and learning.
Aims
We aim to provide pupils with the knowledge, understanding, attitudes, values and skills they need in order to reach
their potential as individuals and within the community.
Pupils are encouraged to take part in a wide range of activities and experiences across and beyond the curriculum,
contributing fully to the life of their school and communities. In doing so they learn to recognise their own worth,
work well with others and become increasingly responsible for their own learning. They reflect on their experiences
and understand how they are developing personally and socially, tackling many of the spiritual, moral, social and
cultural issues that are part of growing up.
They learn to understand and respect our common humanity; diversity and differences so that they can go on to
form the effective, fulfilling relationships that are an essential part of life and learning.
Objectives:
Jigsaw PSHE will support the development of the skills, attitudes, values and behaviour, which enable pupils to:












Have a sense of purpose
Value self and others
Form relationships
Make and act on informed decisions
Communicate effectively
Work with others
Respond to challenge
Be an active partner in their own learning
Be active citizens within the local community
Explore issues related to living in a democratic society
Become healthy and fulfilled individuals

Curriculum
Jigsaw brings together PSHE Education, emotional literacy, social skills and spiritual development in a comprehensive
scheme of learning. Teaching strategies are varied and are mindful of preferred learning styles and the need for
differentiation. Jigsaw is designed as a whole school approach, with all year groups working on the same theme
(Puzzle) at the same time. This enables each Puzzle to start with an introductory assembly, generating a whole
school focus for adults and children alike.
There are six Puzzles in Jigsaw that are designed to progress in sequence from September to July. Each Puzzle has six
Pieces (lessons) which work towards an ‘end product’, for example, The School Learning Charter or The Garden of
Dreams and Goals.
Each Piece has two Learning Intentions: one is based on specific PSHE learning (covering the non-statutory national
framework for PSHE Education but enhanced to address children’s needs today); and one is based on emotional
literacy and social skills (covering the SEAL learning intentions but also enhanced). The enhancements mean that
Jigsaw is relevant to children living in today’s world as it helps them understand and be equipped to cope with issues
like body image, cyber and homophobic bullying, and internet safety.
Every Piece (lesson) contributes to at least one of these aspects of children’s development. This is mapped on each
Piece and balanced across each year group.
Monitoring and Evaluation
It is the responsibility of the PSHE coordinator to monitor the standards of children’s work and the quality of

teaching in PSHE. The coordinator is also responsible for supporting colleagues in their teaching, for being informed
about current developments in the subject. The coordinator completes an annual summary report in which the
strengths and weaknesses of PSHE are evaluated and indicates areas for further development this can be carried out
via the monitoring of teaching, planning, pupil interviews and class books.
Assessment, Recoding and Reporting
Teachers will be eager to ensure children are making progress with their learning throughout their Jigsaw
experience. Therefore, each Puzzle (except Puzzle 1) has a built-in assessment task, usually in Piece 5 or 6. This task
is the formal opportunity for teacher assessment, but also offers children the chance to assess their own learning
and have a conversation with the teacher about their two opinions. The task can usually be used as evidence in the
Jigsaw Journal.
Inclusion
Bridgewater Primary School is committed to a policy of equal opportunities for all pupils. Knowledge of PSHE
development is an entitlement for all pupils regardless of their own particular belief or ability.
Teaching Sensitive and Controversial Issues Sensitive and controversial issues are certain to arise in learning from
real-life experience. Teachers will be prepared to handle personal issues arising from the work, to deal sensitively
with, and to follow up appropriately, disclosures made in a group or individual setting. Issues that we address that
are likely to be sensitive and controversial because they have a political, social or personal impact or deal with values
and beliefs include: family lifestyles and values, physical and medical issues, financial issues, bullying and
bereavement.
Pupil Voice
The term ‘Pupil Voice’ describes how pupils give their input to what happens within the school and classroom. Our
desire is for pupils to know that their expertise, opinions and ideas are valued in all aspects of school life. Pupil Voice
permeates all levels of our work together, from pupils participating in small group classroom conversations to
students establishing procedures, events and contributing to the overarching ethos of the school e.g. via the school
council.
Extra-Curricular Activities
Personal development is also enriched through a wide range of extra-curricular activities (arts and crafts, cooking,
dance, football, tennis etc) which provide opportunities for PSHE, SMSC and for inspiring pupils to broaden their
experience and horizons.
Links with the wider community including vistors
 Visitors are welcomed into school.
 The development of a strong home-school link is regarded as very important, enabling parents, teachers and
the wider community to work in an effective partnership to make sure that we give our pupils the best
possible environment in which to grow, flourish and learn.
 Pupils will be taught to appreciate their local environment and community and to develop a sense of
responsibility to it.
Review
This policy will be reviewed annually in line with the school’s policy review programme. In light of this, policy
amendments may be made.
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